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Abstract
This study aimed to identify the impact of the brand equity and its dimensions (brand awareness, brand association, perceived quality, and brand loyalty) of Global Pharmaceutical Companies on Prescriptions decisions of physicians in Jordan.

The population of sample were the Jordanian physicians, the study tool was questionnaire, which was distributed to connivance sample (Physicians), the data was collected from (240) participants of study population, the data collected were analysed by using the Smart-PLS software.

The study result is finding that statistically significant effect of the brand equity of global pharmaceutical companies on Prescriptions decisions of physicians in Jordan, and this effect was positive

Global pharmaceutical companies need to focus more on all study variables (dimensions of brand equity) because they have a role of enhancing the prescription decisions of physicians.
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1. Statement of Contribution
The main question of this study: What is the effect of the brand equity and its dimensions (brand awareness, brand association, perceived quality, and brand loyalty) of the global pharmaceutical companies on the medicine prescribed by Jordanian physicians with the performance of the medical representative as a moderating variable?

The necessity for workers in the field of medical representatives to focus on highlighting the brand of products while explaining the therapeutic features of the medicine to the physicians.

2. Introduction
A business environment is characterized by a high degree of complexity and rapid change. Achieving superiority over competitors and achieving competitive advantage requires a lot of attention to the desires and needs of customers and an understanding and matching of these needs and desires with the organizational and marketing capabilities of these companies. The companies’ interest in creating a distinct brand image will enhance the competitiveness of their capabilities (Olusanmi et al., 2013).

The pharmaceutical industry is one of the industries most interested in promoting and marketing their products (WHO, 2005) because these companies direct their promotional efforts towards doctors who make decisions to prescribe medication to patients (Tušek Bunc et al., 2014).

The prescribing decision of a physician is influenced by medical, diagnostic, and economic factors (Davari et al., 2018), and among the factors that affect physicians’ decisions is the name of the medical product or the brand of the medicine (Stros et al., 2015). This demonstrates the interest pharmaceutical companies have in creating a strong relationship with physicians around the world through medical representatives (Morgan et al., 2006).

In the pharmaceutical markets there are two types of medical prescriptions: prescription medicine and over-the-counter medicine. As a result, pharmaceutical companies try to create a brand known to physicians and patients (Ladeira et al., 2011).
One of the most critical factors that plays a significant role in changing the behaviour of doctors, in regard to his decision to prescribe medicine, is the performance of the medical representatives, because these representatives play an influential role in convincing physicians of the importance of the medicine in terms of treatment and in highlighting the brand of the medicine, which may positively influence the physician’s decision towards prescribing the medicine ((Murshid et al., 2016)

The effect of the brand equity on the decision to prescribe medicine by Jordanian physicians, as well as the moderating role of the performance of the medical representative in the relationship between brand equity and the prescribing decisions of physicians in Jordan for medicines, was identified in this study.

3. Study Problem and Questions

International pharmaceutical companies in the global market environment face great challenges through globalisation. At the forefront of severe competition limitations is that the challenges come from different environments and cultures, which mean international pharmaceutical companies are looking for strength factors and new competitive advantages.

The prescribing decisions of physicians largely depend on the brand equity and image of the international pharmaceutical companies that promoted the medicine. Therefore, these companies must pay attention to the positive image that reflects the increased sales of their products and that, in a way, leads to achieving a competitive advantage and profitability.

The prescribing decisions of physicians are governed by political, economic, technological, and cultural factors in the global market.

One of the most critical factors that may affect the prescribing decisions of the physician, regardless of the brand name of the drug, is the performance of the medical representative, who convinces the physicians of the importance of the product to their patients. Additionally, medical representatives can explain in detail about these benefits and the features of the products, which explore the product’s superiority compared to competitors’ products, and this has been confirmed by several previous studies, (e.g., Murshid & Mohaidin, 2018; Basile, 2019; Musleh and AL-Dmour, 2011), which confirmed the positive effect of the performance of medical representatives on the prescribing decisions of physicians.

The study problem is represented in the examination of the brand equity (brand awareness, brand association, perceived quality and brand loyalty) of the global pharmaceutical companies on the prescribing decisions of physicians in Jordan.

The main question of this study: What is the effect of the brand equity and its dimensions (brand awareness, brand association, perceived quality and brand loyalty) of the global pharmaceutical companies on the medicine prescribed by Jordanian physicians with the performance of the medical representative as a moderating variable? From the main study question, sub-questions can be introduced as follows:

1. What is the effect of brand awareness of the global pharmaceutical companies on the prescriptions decisions of physicians in Jordan?
2. What is the effect of the brand association of the global pharmaceutical companies on the prescriptions decisions of physicians in Jordan?
3. What is the effect of the perceived quality of the global pharmaceutical companies on the prescriptions decisions of physicians in Jordan?
4. What is the effect of brand loyalty of the global pharmaceutical companies on the prescriptions decisions of physicians in Jordan?
5. What is the effect of the performance of the medical representative e as a moderating variable in the relationship between brand equity of the global pharmaceutical companies and the prescriptions of physicians in Jordan?

4. Importance of the Study

The importance of this study is in the examination of the dimensions of the brand equity (brand awareness, brand association, perceived quality and brand loyalty) of the global pharmaceutical companies on the prescribing decisions of the physicians in private medical sectors in Jordan. The essential aspects of this study are the following:
1. This study relies on the dimensions of the brand equity (brand awareness, brand association, perceived quality and brand loyalty) of the global pharmaceutical companies as an independent variable on the prescribing decisions of physicians as a dependent variable.

2. This study focuses on the private medical sector in Jordan, which is characterized by rapid development in various medical fields.

3. This study focuses on the performance of a medical representative as a moderating role, which may affect the relationship between the brand equity of international pharmaceutical companies and the prescribing decisions of physicians in private clinics in Jordan.

5. Objectives of the Study
The main objective of this research is to investigate the effect of the dimensions of brand equity (brand awareness, brand association, perceived quality and brand loyalty) of the international pharmaceutical companies on prescriptions decisions of physicians in Jordan and investigate the effect of the performance of the medical representative as a moderating role, or variable, in the relationship between brand equity of the global pharmaceutical companies and prescriptions decisions of physicians in Jordan.

The sub-objectives are derived from the primary objective:

1. To investigate the effect of brand awareness of the international pharmaceutical companies on physicians prescribing decisions in Jordan.

2. To investigate the effect of the brand association of the international pharmaceutical companies on the prescribing decisions of physicians in Jordan.

3. To investigate the effect of the perceived quality of international pharmaceutical companies on the prescribing decisions of physicians in Jordan.

4. To investigate the effect of the brand loyalty of the international pharmaceutical companies on the prescribing decisions of physicians in Jordan.

5. To investigate the effect of the performance of the medical representative as a moderating variable in the relationship between brand equity and prescribing decisions of physicians in Jordan.

6. Hypothesis of the Study
H1: There is a statistically significant effect of the international pharmaceutical companies' brand dimensions (brand awareness, brand association, perceived quality and brand loyalty) on the prescribing decisions of physicians in Jordan.

The first primary hypothesis (H1.1): There is a statistically significant effect of the brand awareness of international pharmaceutical companies on the prescribing decisions of physicians in Jordan.

The second hypothesis (H1.2): There is a statistically significant effect of the brand association of international pharmaceutical companies on the prescribing decisions of physicians in Jordan.

The third hypothesis (H1.3): There is a statistically significant effect of the perceived quality of international pharmaceutical companies on the prescribing decisions of physicians in Jordan.

The fourth hypothesis (H1.4): There is a statistically significant effect of the brand loyalty of international pharmaceutical companies on the prescribing decisions of physicians in Jordan.

H2: There is a statistically significant effect of the performance of the medical representative as a moderating role, or variable, in the relationship between brand equity of the international pharmaceutical companies and the prescribing decisions of physicians in Jordan.

Figure 1. Study model
7. Literature Review

7.1 Brand Equity

The brand name is one of the intangible assets of a company, which represents the most important characteristics that distinguish a product from other competing products or from other services (Hofmann et al., 2019). Therefore, the brand is considered one of the assets that are managed by companies in a way that ensures its superiority (Sinclair & Keller, 2014).

Branding is defined according to the American Marketing Association (AMA, 2018) as a name, term, mark, symbol, design, or group of the aforementioned aims to identify and describe goods and services and distinguish these goods and services from the goods and services of competitors.

According to Aaker (1996), a brand is a name or symbol that distinguishes (in the form of a logo, symbol, seal, or packaging) to identify the goods or services of a single seller or a group of sellers and to distinguish the brand as distinctive in character from other competing companies. Brand equity was defined by the Institute of Marketing Science as, ‘The set of associations and behaviour on the part of a brand’s customers, channel members, and parent corporation that permits the brand to earn greater volume or greater margins than it could without the brand name’ (Leuthesser, 1998).

Brand equity plays a significant role for companies and for consumers (Shariq, 2018) because the consumer feels positively and more comfortable using the products of well-known brands. Brand equity impacts the prescribing decisions of physicians, and brand equity plays an important role in the extent to which the prescribing decisions of physicians affect patients because this decision is based on the brand (Basile, 2019). Pharmaceutical companies focus on formulating a clear strategy when launching a brand for medicine. This helps to increase the conviction of physicians in prescribing medicine to their patients (Srivastava & Bodkhe, 2018). Because the relationship between pharmaceutical companies and physicians evolves with the development of medical representative relationships and modern marketing methods, this relationship may not be sufficient to build a strong brand (Sillup, 2013). This study is based on the Aaker (1991) model to study brand equity.

7.2 Brand Awareness

Brand awareness is the first step in building positive links and associations between the consumer and the brand, and brand awareness was defined as the ability of the consumer to recall and remember the brand in his mind (Kohli & Leuthesser, 2001). According to Jing et al. (2014), brand awareness is one of the components of knowledge about the brand. The primary goal of identifying and realising brand awareness for consumers is that awareness influences consumer decisions and has an effect on business value and the creation of a better business model.

The brand name must be clear to customers because a visible and clear brand helps customers remember the brand more easily and quickly, thus increasing awareness of the brand (Seturi, 2017). Brand awareness is associated with the prescribing decisions of physicians because brand awareness is the main point in the decision-making process in regard to the prescriptions of medicines by physicians. As physicians become fully aware of a brand, this influences the purchase decision. According to Bae et al. (2020), brand awareness plays a clear role in building brand equity. Thus, brand awareness leads to building a mental image in the minds of physicians when prescribing branded products. Hence, the most important feature for companies around the world is to enhance and improve the brand awareness of what they do by influencing decision-making processes in regard to the purchase of a brand or other brands (Chierici et al., 2018).

7.3 Brand Association

Aaker (1991, P. 101) defined brand association as ‘anything linked in memory to a brand’. This dimension relates to the extent to which the customer remembers the brand, and the customer’s mention of the brand is important to the company because the customer is more apt to buy the brand (Thellefsen & Sorensen, 2015). Therefore, according to Camiciottoli et al. (2014), knowledge of the brand is closely related to the relationship with the brand because the associations that distinguish brands are stored in the consumer’s memory, in content and meaning, and this affects their purchasing decision on an ongoing basis in the future (Grigalinaitė & Pilelienė, 2017; Swoboda et al., 2016).

Colours, product packaging, employee uniforms, logos, symbols, famous names, and advertisements are based on stimulation to motivate customers to form associations in their mind and to serve as indicators of the product’s quality and value in all aspects of the customer’s interest (Beneke & Carter, 2015; Marques et al., 2020).

As for the relationship between the association with the brand and the physicians’ decisions to prescribe medicine, it was found through a review of previous studies that the physicians remember the brand of pharmaceutical products.
The recommendations of other physicians and their colleagues improve the physicians’ decisions in prescribing medicines to patients (Ahmed et al., 2020; Perera and Wanninayake, 2019). The competitive nature of the pharmaceutical industry is very high. The brand name association plays a significant role in the competitiveness of pharmaceutical companies and, subsequently, the recommendations by physicians to other physicians to prescribe their products (Ladha, 2007).

7.4 Brand Loyalty

Brand loyalty can be defined as the commitment of the customer or consumer towards a product, service, or brand (Marques et al., 2020). This loyalty indicates an emotional and psychological association between the customer and the consumer with the brand (Iglesias et al., 2019). According to Oliver (2014), brand loyalty is defined as the strong and constant commitment of the consumer to the brand regardless of the methods competitors follow by updating their products or the temptations offered, such as price and quality. Because brand loyalty is considered an anti-branding behaviour, faithful consumers are more willing to pay higher prices and are less likely to switch than unfaithful consumers (Liu et al., 2017).

Because brand loyalty is closely associated with the customer’s desires and the extent of their commitment to the brand, the Chaudhuri and Holbrook (2001) study confirmed that increasing brand loyalty will inevitably lead to improved sales results and outputs. Increased sales means that consumers are convinced of the brand and their commercial decisions are closely related to their loyalty to the brand, thus having a positive impact on their purchasing attitude (Liu et al., 2012). As for the relationship of brand loyalty and the prescription decisions of physicians, Muhuni (2019) and Waheed et al. (2011) indicated the importance that brand loyalty plays on improving physicians’ prescriptions—the more brand loyalty the physician has towards the pharmaceutical companies producing the medicine, the more the decision-making behaviour will be positive because the physician will adopt this brand and associate emotionally with it while directing his colleagues and patients towards purchasing it (Macit et al., 2016).

7.5 Perceived Quality

Quality is one of the issues studied a lot in the literature. The history of quality is full of development and improvement, and many administrative and marketing schools have studied this topic (Culot, 2019; Sanyal and Datta, 2011). According to Solomon (2010), quality is consumers judgment according his/her experience on the overall performance of any product or serves. Perceived quality is one of the main dimensions that affects brand equity (Sanyal & Datta, 2011). If a brand does not fulfil the requirements and desires of customers in terms of its quality, it will not have a big name on the market—so the perceived quality plays a big role in improving sales (Vantamay, 2007; Babakus et al., 2004) and overall company performance (Lakhal, 2009; Harada et al., 2018).

Perceived quality was defined according to Aaker (1991, p. 80) as ‘the customer’s perception of the overall quality or superiority of a product or service concerning its intended purpose, relative to alternatives’. From the aforementioned discussion, it can be said that perceived quality is one of the most important factors that influence whether the customer or consumer buys a product or service. The higher the perceived quality, the purchasing position and purchasing intent will be affected positively (Asshidin et al., 2016; Yan et al., 2019; Garrido-Morgado et al., 2016). The relationship between the perceived quality and physicians’ prescribing decisions has been extensively studied as perceived quality plays a major role in influencing physicians’ decisions about a brand (Sanyal & Datta, 2011) because the physicians’ interest in the efficacy, therapeutic combination, and quality of a medicine will direct physicians towards the brand name (Murshid & Mohaidin, 2018; Theodorou et al., 2009).

7.6 Medical Representative Performance

One of the essential elements linking pharmaceutical companies with physicians is medical representatives. They play a significant role in creating the right image of medicine in the mind of physicians (Zhang, 2019). The performance of a medical representative is the pharmacist/person who owns the product knowledge, and he supports it to physicians through continuous communication and frequently visiting of physicians to increase both sales and the market share by increasing the brand awareness of medicine or products, and he seeks to achieve this plan or his target through using pharmaceutical marketing strategies that are compatible with the policies of pharmaceutical companies and doing the best and strong personal relationships with his clients or physicians’ (Mandal et al., 2012). According to Musleh and AL-Dmour (2011), sales representatives in companies in general, and medical advertising representatives in particular, play a central role in the work of companies as they provide products and services to the public and to physicians—if it relates to pharmaceutical companies. As a result, pharmaceutical companies around the world are trying to attract the best talent and workers in the field of medical advertising because the interaction between medical advertising
representatives and physicians has an important impact on increasing the market share of the pharmaceutical company (AL-Areefi et al., 2013).

The performance of medical representatives is exposed to many factors and determinants that may be a positive reason for increasing work efficiency, or for negatively affecting work efficiency, because the organizational environment of the pharmaceutical company plays a role in improving work efficiency, and this environment leads to the worker’s sense of belonging in his organization, thus increasing his commitment to the company (Teo et al., 2020). This, in turn, plays a role in improving the brand’s image to the public and to physicians (Boyd & Sutherland, 2006).

Among the factors that affect the performance of medical representatives, confirmed by Bala and Sharma (2019), is the extent of the knowledge possessed by the medical advertising representative. However, the medical advertising representative may measure his performance by the level of his monthly medicine sales and his scientific product knowledge as well as the recent scientific developments regarding the pharmaceutical products offered by his company, which have a significant role in increasing his communication with physicians and convincing them to use the medicine (Budych et al., 2012).

Among the important factors that affect the performance of medical representatives are the communication skills that medical representatives possess. According to Bala and Sharma (2019) and Perera (2015), the high level of communication skills of medical representatives will be reflected positively on their communications with physicians, thus establishing a good impression of the brand.

Nevertheless, the studies that examined the effect of the performance of the medical representatives were contradictory and inconsistent in relation to the prescribing decisions of physicians because some studies (Zahrani, 2014) did not see the importance of the performance of medical representatives on the prescribing decisions of physicians when the physician is more concerned with the reputation of the company. However, Al-Areefi et al. (2013), Campo et al. (2005) and Gönül and Carter (2012) found that the rate of prescriptions increased significantly because of medical representatives, and Murshid and Mohaidin (2018) found that the effect of the medical representatives has been negative.

Because the relationship between the performance of medical representatives and the prescribing decisions of physicians for medicine are not settled by literature and previous studies, studying this variable as a modified variable in the relationship between brand equity and the prescribing decisions of physicians may be useful to understand other aspects of the performance of medical representatives as a modified variable because the studies that have studied this variable as a modified variable are limited. However, Muldoon et al. (2017) and Barroso et al. (2016) studied the performance of medical representatives as a modified variable, and many of these studies found a positive and statistically significant effect of employee performance as a modified variable.

### 7.7 Prescribing Decisions of Physicians

The decision-making process is considered one of the most important administrative and marketing processes, and it is considered the most important process undertaken by managers because these decisions have many consequences that may be positive or negative for the company in general (Waldron et al., 1997). According to Dubrin (2012, P.152), the decision can be defined as ‘choosing an alternative between one of the alternatives, decision making can be defined is a process and steps of making a choice one from a lot of number or different of alternatives to get the best and a desired result (Lunkenburg, 2010).

The decision-making process can be viewed as a logical, timed-based, systematic process with the aim of choosing an alternative from several alternatives available, and many of the factors that affect the decision-making process stem from the national culture that governs a particular country with patterns, customs, and traditions (Okoneda, 2018). Individual factors, such as personality characteristics and psychological behaviours that distinguish individuals from each other based on their experience or level of qualification (Okoneda, 2018; Uzonwanne, 2016).

Financial factors govern individuals, and companies with a specific budget cannot go beyond its scope because of limited resources (Bas & Berthou, 2012). The physician works to prescribe medicine to patients after a medical diagnosis, and he also makes treatment decisions based on many factors that may control his mind. The most important of these factors are the patient’s personal characteristics, such as socioeconomic status, patient preferences for dosage and its form, and treatment costs (Aldin Sharifnia et al., 2018).

A physician’s personal characteristics also play an essential role in the process of prescribing medicine because these characteristics include his medical and therapeutic experience and the extent of his involvement in clinical trials. This experience develops over time and plays a large and clear role in the treatment process for patients (Ljungberg et al., 2007; Choi et al., 2012; Davari et al., 2018).
Additionally, one of the non-medical factors that play a role in prescribing medicines to patients is the cost of medicines because the price of the medicine is a major determinant for patients, especially in developing and poor countries, where the existence of a local alternative that is financially cheaper will make the physician more inclined to prescribe it compared to the original brand (van Buul et al., 2014; Senior et al., 2003; Kalkan et al., 2014). Among the decisive factors also affecting physician’s prescribing behaviour is pharmaceutical marketing and the effort exerted by pharmaceutical companies, such as the marketing effort and distribution of free medical samples to help physicians become more familiar with these products, so the pharmaceutical companies clearly help enhance and improve treatment decisions for the patients (Stros & Lee, 2015; Hossain et al., 2013).

8. The Study Methodology

This study followed the descriptive and analytical approach, whereby a questionnaire was adopted as a tool for the study. The researcher reviewed previous studies and developed the questionnaire. The population in this study consisted of general practitioners, specialists, and a consultant working in private Jordanian hospitals, and the study sample was chosen through the random sample method. Three hundred questionnaires were distributed, and 240 questionnaires were retrieved, with a recovery rate of 80%. The sample members were distributed according to the variables in Table 1, which shows the distribution of the study sample according to demographic variables.

Table 1. The demographic characteristics of study samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>53.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>46.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 30 years</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30–39 years</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40–49 years</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>29.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–59 years</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>38.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60–69 years</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70 years and more</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature of Work</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General practitioner</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>48.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialist</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultant</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than five years</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>7.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-9 years</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–14 years</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>9.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 years and more</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>72.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational Qualification</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of medicine and surgery</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>48.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgraduate studies/specialization</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>32.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fellowship</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>18.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.1 The Study Tool

A questionnaire was developed based on the previous relevant literature. The studies of Panchal et al. (2012) and Chen et al. (2013) were used to develop the items of the brand equity dimensions. Mikhael and Alhilali (2014), AL-areefi et
al. (2013), Kalkan et al. (2014), and Ongubo (2003) were used to develop the items for the prescription decisions of physicians in Jordan. Murshid and Mohaidin (2018) were used to develop the items for the performance of medical representatives. After modifying the items of the questionnaire, taking into account the study population, the paragraphs of the questionnaire were translated into Arabic and then distributed. The items of the questionnaire were adopted and developed according to the amendments of the academic arbitrators.

The questionnaire included four main sections. The first section consisted of the respondents’ demographic data paragraphs. The second section focused on the independent variable and its dimensions (brand equity). The third section focused on the items on the dependent variable (prescription decisions of physicians in Jordan). The fourth section consisted of the moderating role, or variable (the performance of medical representatives). Thus, 240 questionnaires have been distributed to physicians in Jordan in the private sector.

The study sample was based on the five-point Likert scale, graded from (1), which represents strongly disagree and (5), which represents strongly agree. Table 2 shows the items from the questionnaire.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brand Awareness</td>
<td>BA1</td>
<td>The global pharmaceutical company that owns the brand name keeps to communicating with the physician through the medical representative on an ongoing basis.</td>
<td>Panchal et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BA2</td>
<td>The brand name of the global pharmaceutical company is easy to remember and memorize.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BA3</td>
<td>The pharmaceutical company that owns the global brand name provides its medicines widely and they can be obtained easily.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BA4</td>
<td>The pharmaceutical company that owns the global brand name has a high level of scientific methodology regarding to the marketing and promotion process.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand Association</td>
<td>BAC1</td>
<td>The global pharmaceutical brand name is characterized by a unique personality which distinguishes it from other pharmaceutical brands.</td>
<td>Panchal et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BAC2</td>
<td>The pharmaceutical company that owns the global brand name displays its products through promotions in a way that arouses the interest of physicians.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BAC3</td>
<td>I trust on the medicine of the global pharmaceutical company.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BAC4</td>
<td>The global pharmaceutical company has high credibility.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Quality</td>
<td>PQ1</td>
<td>I use the medicine that was manufactured by the pharmaceutical company that owns a global brand name when I am prescribing medicine.</td>
<td>Panchal et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PQ2</td>
<td>I prescribe the best medicine for my patients from the pharmaceutical company that owns the global brand name that is available according to their disease and cases.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PQ3</td>
<td>I avoid occurrence of any risk or any side effects when I prescribe medicine from a global pharmaceutical company.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PQ4</td>
<td>I feel reassured about the global pharmaceutical company produces medicine with high efficacy.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand Loyalty</td>
<td>BL1</td>
<td>I feel more comfortable when I am dealing and communicating with the pharmaceutical company that</td>
<td>Panchal et al., 2012; Chen et al.,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
owns the global brand name, and my faith in its products increases with time.

BL2 I tell my colleagues about the medicine that was produced by the global pharmaceutical company and explain its therapeutic benefits to them for patients.

BL3 I am proud that when I am prescribing the medicine that was produced by the pharmaceutical company that owns the global brand name, and I am telling others about it.

BL4 I admire the medicines of the pharmaceutical company that owns the global brand name, and I love to talk about this brand name.

Performance of the Medical Representative

MRP1 Physicians prescribe medicines when the medical representatives possess sufficient knowledge of the medicines that they market. Murshid and Mohaidin, 2018

MRP2 Physicians prescribe medicines when medical representatives can explain the side effects of the medicine, which can affect on the patient.

MRP3 Physicians prescribe medicines that have when medical representatives keep in constant contact with them (e.g., repeat visits).

MRP4 Physicians prescribe medicines when medical representatives follow ethical and professional standards at all times.

Prescribing Decision of Physicians

PPD1 I prescribe the medicines of the pharmaceutical company that owns the global brand name even though there are several local alternatives. Mikhael and Alhilali, 2014; AL-areefi et al., 2013; Kalkan et al., 2014; Ongubo, 2003

PPD2 When I am prescribing medicine to patients, I am aware that the medicine has a few side effects on the patient’s health.

PPD3 When I am prescribing medicine, I focus on the patient’s economic condition

PPD4 I avoid prescribing local medicine when there is an international brand substitute for a local medicine at a similar price.

PPD5 I prescribe the medicine of the pharmaceutical company that owns the global brand name when sufficient information is available from the medical representative.

PPD6 International medical conferences provide me with new knowledge about pharmaceutical brands, which contributes to my increased confidence in prescribing the medicine.

PPD7 I depend on prescribing medicine on the extent of the medical representative’s activity and marketing activities for a global pharmaceutical company.

9. Data Analysis

The researcher relied on the Partial Least Squares technology available in the Smart-PLS v.3 program to analyse the relationship between the independent variable and the dependent variable and to explore the moderating role in the relationship between the independent variable and the dependent variable. According to Fornell and Larcker (1981),
the PLS technique is useful and flexible for exploratory studies. Additionally, the bootstrap method provides excellent flexibility in representing relationships between variables. According to Hair et al. (2014), when using the PLS method, the researcher must perform two important steps: 1) ensure the measurement model and the validity and reliability of the questionnaire and 2) examine the relationships between the variables.

9.1 Measurement Model

To ensure the validity and reliability of the questionnaire, the researcher calculated the convergent validity, recommended by Hair et al. (2010). The factor-loading values for all paragraphs of the questionnaire must be greater than 0.70, and any paragraph less than 0.70 should be removed from the statistical analysis where it was conducted by deleting MRP3, PPD2 and PPD7 because these paragraphs did not record or factor in the loading values with parameters greater than 0.70, so they were excluded.

The Average Variance Extracted (AVE) value was calculated, which is an indicator of convergent validity. The value of this indicator must be greater than 0.50, and the values ranged between 0.533 and 0.715, meaning that all AVE values for all study variables are greater than 0.50. Thus, the paragraphs of the questionnaire are characterized by convergent validity, the validity of the internal consistency was assessed through the values of the Cronbach alpha coefficient and the values of the Composite Reliability (CR), which must be greater than 0.70, as was recommended by Hair et al. (2019).

The values of the Cronbach alpha coefficient ranged between 0.772 and 0.854, and the CR values were between 0.854 and 0.902. These values are statistically acceptable. Therefore, the validity of internal consistency and reliability of the study instrument was achieved in this study, and Table 3 summarises these values.

Table 3. Reliability and validity of the study constructs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Factor Loading</th>
<th>Cronbach Alpha Coefficient</th>
<th>Composite Reliability (CR)</th>
<th>Average Variance Extracted (AVE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brand Awareness</td>
<td>BA1</td>
<td>0.841</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BA2</td>
<td>0.855</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BA3</td>
<td>0.805</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BA4</td>
<td>0.800</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand Association</td>
<td>BAC1</td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BAC2</td>
<td>0.775</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BAC3</td>
<td>0.799</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BAC4</td>
<td>0.771</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Quality</td>
<td>PQ1</td>
<td>0.743</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PQ2</td>
<td>0.859</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PQ3</td>
<td>0.797</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PQ4</td>
<td>0.826</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand Loyalty</td>
<td>BL1</td>
<td>0.782</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BL2</td>
<td>0.836</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BL3</td>
<td>0.871</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BL4</td>
<td>0.847</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Representative Performance</td>
<td>MRP1</td>
<td>0.878</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MRP2</td>
<td>0.859</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MRP4</td>
<td>0.798</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prescription Decisions of</td>
<td>PPD1</td>
<td>0.747</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PPD3</td>
<td>0.776</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9.2 Model Testing

The bootstrap method was used, which is available in the Smart-PLS statistical package, third version, to assess the relationships between the exogenous and the internal variables because many parameters were used to evaluate this relationship, such as the R2 value, t-value and β values. The results of the structural modelling analysis are summarized in Figure 2 and Figure 3, where Figure 2 shows the estimates of the causal relationships between the dimensions of brand equity and the prescribing decisions of medicines. Figure 3 describes the causal relationships between brand equity and the moderating variable and the performance of medical representatives and prescribing decisions of physicians, where the path coefficients—β, t-values and p-values—were used to test the study hypotheses. The rule of thumb is that the path parameter whose value is greater than 0.1, with a t-value greater than 1.96, is considered statistically significant at a level of statistical significance less than 0.05.

The results of testing the hypotheses of the first hypothesis study and its sub-hypotheses were summarised in Table 4, where it is evident from the results presented that all dimensions of brand equity have a positive and significant impact on the prescribing decisions of physicians with the exception of brand awareness. The effect of association with the brand was $\beta = 0.174$, $t = 2.459$ and $p = 0.014$. The effect of brand loyalty was also statistically significant. This effect was positive ($\beta = 0.520$, $t = 6.443$, $p = 0.000$), and the effect of the perceived quality on prescribing decisions was also statistically significant ($\beta = 0.171$, $t = 2.011$, $p = 0.045$).

While brand awareness had no statistically significant effect ($\beta = 0.028$, $t = 0.403$, $p = 0.687$), the hypotheses H1b, H1c and H1d were, therefore, accepted and supported. In contrast, H1a was not supported, and to assess the ability of the external variables to change the variance of the variable, the internal variable has been calculated with an R2 value of 0.685. This value indicates that the external variables combined explain the variance in the internal variable by 68.5%, and this value reflects a high quality of interpretation (Hair et al., 2014).

Table 4. Test the study hypotheses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
<th>T-Value</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>Variable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brand Awareness</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>0.685</td>
<td>0.687</td>
<td>0.403</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand Association</td>
<td>Supported</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>2.495</td>
<td>0.174</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Quality</td>
<td>Supported</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>2.011</td>
<td>0.171</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand Loyalty</td>
<td>Supported</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>6.443</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.520</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9.3 A Modified Role Test for the Performance of Medical Representatives

Table 5 examines the modified role of the performance of medical representatives in the relationship between brand equity and the prescribing decisions of physicians, and it is evident by Figure 3 and the results in the Table that the effect of brand equity was positive and statistically significant ($\beta = 0.544$, $t = 8.175$, $p = 0.000$).

Additionally, the effect of the performance of medical representatives on the prescribing decisions of physicians was positive and statistically significant ($\beta = 0.294$, $t = 4.433$, $p = 0.000$), while the modifying effect of the interaction of brand equity with the performance of the medical representatives was not statistically significant—the value of the coefficient was weak and negative ($\beta = -0.05$, $t = 1.442$, $p = 0.150$).

Thus, the performance of medical representatives does not play a statistically significant role in the relationship between the brand equity and the prescribing decisions of physicians. To assess the model’s ability to interpret the relationship between independent nd the dependent variables the value of R2 was 0.689.
Table 5. Examining the moderating role of medical representatives in the relationship between brand equity and the prescribing decisions of physicians

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Result</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
<th>T-Value</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>Variable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brand Equity</td>
<td>0.689</td>
<td>Supported</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>8.175</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Representative Performance</td>
<td></td>
<td>Supported</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>4.433</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderation Effect</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>1.442</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. The structural model for relationships between study variables

Figure 3. The structural model for relationships between variables with the existence of the moderating variable

10. Conclusion

Brand equity is one of the sources for creating a competitive advantage for global companies (Kim et al., 2011). Pharmaceutical companies are considered knowledge-intensive industries (Yaseen et al., 2018), and the brand image and brand equity play a significant role in changing the behaviours related to the purchasing intent of physicians and patients, as previous studies have shown, so brand equity has a big role in increasing companies’ sales to achieve market share and increase profit (Jing et al., 2014).

The present study aimed to explore the effect of brand equity in its dimensions (brand awareness, brand association, perceived quality and brand loyalty) on the prescribing decisions of physicians and to identify the moderating role of medical representatives in the relationship between these two variables. The results of the study confirmed the existence of a positive and statistically significant effect of the dimensions of brand equity on the prescribing decisions of physicians with the exception of brand awareness. The strongest of these dimensions was brand loyalty because brand loyalty plays a large role in motivating physicians to prescribe medicine to patients. The results of this
study were in agreement with Murshid and Mohaidin (2018), Hellström and Rudholm (2003) and Grant and Chapman (2015).

The results of the study confirmed that there is no statistically significant effect for the performance of the medical representatives on the relationship between the brand equity and the prescribing decisions of physicians, and it is clear that the brand equity plays a greater role on influencing the prescribing decisions of physicians, regardless of the abilities of the medical representative. Murshid and Mohaidin (2018) confirmed the absence of a positive and statistically significant role in the performance of the medical representative on the prescribing decisions of physicians, as the effect of the performance was negative and this effect is not statistically significant. This study suggests that a strong and relevant brand with a good reputation plays a positive role in the mind of the doctor more than the performance of medical representatives does to convince physicians to prescribe medicines from these companies.

10.1 Recommendations

According to the statistical results of the relationships between the study variables, the study provided many recommendations, namely:

1. The necessity for workers in the field of medical representatives to focus on highlighting the brand of products while explaining the therapeutic features of the medicine to the physicians.
2. Enabling medical representatives to access modern research and conferences that increase their work performance.
3. The necessity of studying the behaviour of physicians in regard to how to make decisions with many factors and to predict the extent of brand acceptance for these products.
4. Pharmaceuticals companies’ exploitation of information and management of the brand to improve their therapeutic efficacy and improve the mental image of the medicine in the minds of physicians.
5. The necessity for medical representatives to take advantage of the continuous monthly visits of physicians, with good coverage and frequency, for their role in assisting physicians in prescribing medicines in a correct and valuable way for the brand.

10.2 Study Limitations and Future Studies

The questionnaire limited this study as a tool for measurement because it was cross-sectional (i.e., the questionnaire was distributed to the study sample members at one time without taking into account the time in this study). Therefore, to reach more accurate results, it is useful to use longitudinal studies. The current situation is restricted to physicians in Jordan, so it is useful to study the opinions of the medical sector in general in the presence of physicians. This study emphasises the necessity of more in-depth future studies and procedures. Increasing the number of study samples in future studies and studying other mediators and moderating variables, such as cultural values and performance based on incentives is recommended.
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